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INTRODUCTION

This module is one of seven which are to be used as a self-study program.
The modules are designed to promote the elimination of sex-role stereo-
typing and sex discrimination in secondary school physical education
classes.

Each module contains written materials, illustrations, and learning
exercises with directions for their use. At the end of each moviule,
references are cited and resources for further study are provic.ed.
Completing each module will take a maximum of one hour-, except for
Module 1, which 'an be finished in less than one-half hour.

The content of the modules is as follows:

Module 1:, Introduction to stereotyping and discrimination

Moble 2: Sex- role 'stereotyping and its effects

Module 3: Biological sex differences

Module 4: Title IX

Module 5: Curricul6m development

Module 6: Teacher behavior

Module 7: Student performance evaluation

In these modules, material which is quoted or drawn,from a specific source
is indicated by a reference in the 'texti such as (5).. or (3, p. 113), cor-
responding to the numbered list of references at the end of each module.

Note: Throughout the modules, female high school students are referred
to as girls and male high school students as boys. This is consistent
with the designations used by professional organizations and associations
which govern and promote various sports. However, it is recognized that

. in many parts of the country these students are referred to as women and
men. Readers are encouraged to substitute the appropriate terms as
necessary.

7
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OBJECTIVES

.

Upon completion of this module, you will be able to:

1. Recognize that the teacher's influence during testing and measure-
ment of physical performance is critical to the reduction of sex-
role stereotyping in physical education.

2. Id9ntify techniques that can be used to group students for testing
and instruction.

3. Recognize the need to use separate standards for grading when
either sex is being discriminated against by the use of a single
standard.

4. _Identify techniques that can be used to create separate standards
for grading.

vi

i
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INTRODUCTION TO EVALUATION

SeX-role stereotyping and/or sex discriminatiOn may occur when a physical
education teacher evaluates) students' Motor performance.2 In order to
reduce or eliminate sel discrimination and stereotyping, the teacher must
attempt tc create a bias-free evaluative process. Three assessment3
duties commonly performed by the teacher are (a) creating a testing or
measurementsituation; (b) determining groups for instruction, and
(c) assigniig grades. Or the following pages, bias-free approaches to
testing, grouping, and grading are giver.

4

oz.P

)Evaluate (v.): make a judgment about data obtained by testing or measure-
ment.

2Motor performance (n.): the slemonstratiT of physical ability as measured
by sports-skills, physical-fitness, or motor-ability tests; dance or
gymnastic performance; the playing of a game; or the performing of
specified skills.

3Assessment (n.): the process of measurement and evaluation.

9
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TESTING

In administering a skills test or obtaining a measurement of motor
performance, a teachtii rarely discriminates between boys and git.ls in
the sense that one sex ib favored over the other.. However, sex -"role
stereotyping may occur in a testing situation.

'
4>

Below are some examples of what teachers may do that perpetuates sex-role
stereo yping during testing or measuring motor performance:,

1. Expect boys to perform better than girls.

2. Praise boys more than girls.

3. Encourage boys to improve, but, appear not to care if girls imprcve.

4. Ridicule boys for notperforming well, but ridicule girls for
0 ,

performing well, particularly if they 4form better than boys..

5.. Reinforce boys' performance.-hur reinforce girls' socially- accepted
behavior.

Boys are socialized to view a test which involves physical activity as a
challenge and as an opportunity to demonstrate physical prowess. This

socialization-process continues in physical education as boys are expected
to perform well on sports-skills and physical-fitness tests. Boys are
encouraged to excel and a-te praised and rewarded by their peers and
teachers when they do so.

On the other hand, girls have had fewer opportunities than boys to be
challenged or to challenge themselves physically. Few people expect girls
to be highly-skilled in physical activities, so girls rarely expect that
of themselves. Girls are not encouraged to demonstrate competence,
excdpt in those activities which are traditionally thought of as "feminine,"
such as dance, gymnastics, or synchronized swimming. In particular. girls
are discouraged from excelling if that means performing better than boys.

With social pressures such as those described above, in a physical educa-
tion testing situation, girls may view the tests as something merely to
get through, not as a challenge to show how well they can perform.
Particularly in coeducational classes, a girl might be reluctant to excel
if that means outperforming a boy.

Given these factors, whatcan be done to minimize sex-role stereotyping
in the testing setting?

1. Avoid esx-differentiated role tasks. Use both boys and girls in

all'aspects of leadership, including:

a. Scoring timing

b. Marking the court and otherwise preparing\the test setting

c. Demonstrating the test routine

d. Officiating the test (judging whether trials are acceptable,
determining loss of points on errors, etc.)

3
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B. When motor-perfoimance tests are identical for boys and girls,
organize the testing procedures so that all test groups contain
gir16 and boyS). The mixing of boys and girls should be encouraged.
'Grouping which calls attentidn to sex reinforces and supports
the differential socialization of boys and girls.

a; Stationmethod (when tliere is-a battery of differgpt tests
administered to several persons concurrently):

(1) Group sEudvIts by ability.

(2) Group students alphabetically.

(3.)t Group students by height (or another physical charac-
teristic which is a factoi in performance' outcome).

b. Rotation method (when students take turns being tested at
one test station):

(1) Rotate students 'so that boys and girls are tested continu-
, nusly (not first the girls, then the boys).

,(2) Group students for testing alphabetically.

(3) Order the rotation according to anticipated performance,
so that repeated changes of the test set-up are not
required (for example, the height of the cross bar moved
up and down; assistants fielding softball throws moved
in end out).

c. Partner method (when students, in pairs, test one another):

(1) As %ign partners so that boy/girl partners, boy/boy part-
ners, and girl/girl partners measure each other whenever
thp height, weight, or another physical factor of one
student is not essential for the maximum performance of

.the other student.

(2) Pair students by height, weight, or by other variables
when Mich variables are critical to test performadce.
For example, if one partner holds the feet while the
other partner does.bentLleg sit-ups, using partners of
approximately equal weights will be necessary.

3. Equitably supportthe efforts of girls and boys. Give equal
encouragement to excel, and give equal reinforcement ol superior
performance.

4. Expect the maximum effort from all students. Tell students to
try to do their very best. Avoid differential expectations
which presume boys should work harder..

5.
i

Encourage students to support the efforts of all to do as well as
posSible. Reinfortce student behavior that exhibits reassurance
to other students (e.g., "Good try, Mac," or "On your next trial,
Sue, try to keep closer to the wall so you'll shorten the time
the ball is in the air between hits"). Correct students who make
thoughtless,comments to other students (e.g.; "Jim, I thought you
could do better than that," or "No wonder you scored so low,
Fatso," or "Wow, Mary, you are good, for a girl").

4 11
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6. Show no favoritism to boys as a group; to girls as a group, or
to individuals.

a. Examples of favoritism:.
4

. (1) Girls are given one more trial than boys are.

(2) Boys are *-mitted o omit certain test items in ehich
girls generally.ou score boys.

(3) Members of athletic teamq ere exempt from tests.
,

(4) Boys are ignofed when they'shoot baskets while testing
ip in progress; girls are asked to return to the line
for theil turns when thcy begin throwingballs to cne
another.

.
.

b. Examples..in which different treatment does not mean.favoritism:

(1) H
Is

ndicapped persons are permitted to substitute test
tems whenthe handicapping condition is.-reldted to' per-

' A formance. However, a child with a clubfoot could be
dxpected to take the standard test of arm strength.

(2) Different standards for evalu.ating high-jump performance
are used for boys and girls,

7. Avoid stereotyping either sex as being superior or inferior. For

example:

a. "'Boys, you W.11 probably do, much better on this test than
the girls."

b. "Do the best you can, girls. If you haVe trouble, one of

- the boys will help you." 7

tC%

8. Avoia cbuiparing indivlduals of one sex with the opposite sex as
a group,. For example:.

a. "Bob, you,'Are as weak as the girls."

b. "Sue, you'run like a boy."

c. "Don't be a'sissy, Jim. Try it."

12
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EXERCISE 1

cA

In the following situation, determine which alternative would be the most
satisfactory in achieving a desirable testing environment. Place a check-
mark next to your choice.

Mr. Merry is administering the soccer wall volley to his ninth-grade
students. The test consists of scoring the numbef of times the ball
played legally hits the wall above a given line in a 60-second period.
Six test stations are set up consecutively on one long wall. Students
are organized so that:

1. Boys are placed at test stations 1, 3, and 5. Girls are
stationed at 2, 4, and 6.

2. Students are arranged alphabetically so that those whose
names begin with A-D go to station 1, E-K, station 2, etc.

3. Students/are allowed to choose a test station.

A_NSWERS

1. Choice 1 is incorrect. The grouping of boys together and girls together
draws unnecessary attention to the sex of the students and supports
sex-stereotyped performance.

2. The correct answer As 2. The alphabetiCal grouping permits the distri-
bution,of boys and girls in a random manner throughout all groups.

',There is no advantage to ability grouping for the soccer wall volley
test, since each student uses equal time despite her/his ability.

3. Choice 3 is not the most satisfactory answer. Students generally
choose to work with friends of the same sex. Teachers can avoid-sex
segregation through preliminary planning.

EXERCISE 2

A batter of tests is administered to tenth-grade students for the purpose
of grouping students for instruction in assorted motor and fitness activi-
ties. Ms. Hope has planned the experience so that all students are
involved in the process of administering the tests. Check any of the
following plans she has which are free of sex-role stereotyping and con-
sistentwith sound assessment theory:

1. Students are grouped so that 50-yard-dash heats are based
son- students'- -best-timesi with-the-six best-times-in one-- --
heat, the next six times in a second heat established in
a ninth-grade class, etc.

2. Boys are used for starting, ancijirls for timing, the
50-yard dash.

6'
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3. Boys and girls are tested on pull4ups and are evaluated
by use of the AAHPER norms. The norms are available for
boys only.

4. Partners for sie-dps (flexed leg) ard assigned by weight.

5. Volunteers are solicited to work during a study hall to
set up markings for testing the standing broad jump and
the shuttle run.

6. The 12-minute run/walk is administered in two groups.
Students are assigned a.partner of the opposite sex.
Boys run first, while girls note'their distance at the
end of 12 minutes. Girls run next, while their partners
note the distance covered at the 12-minute whistle.

7. Girls are given three trials on the standing broad jump.
In the interest of time, the number of trials for boys is
reduced to two. The best trial score is recorded.

8. Boys are asked to dismantle the pull -up bars at the end
of class.

ANSWERS

The correct choices are 1, 4, and 5, for the following reasons:

1. Grouping by ability for the 50-yard dash will encourage maximum
performance. Although more boys may be in the faster heats and
more girls in the slower heats, sex is not a factor in assign-
ment to the heats.

4. Matching partners by weight is a good test procedure for sit-ups,
since one partner must stabilize the other. Sex isnot a factor
in the assignment of partners.

5. Learning to set up a test may be a valuable experience for some
students. Sex is not a factor in soliciting volunteers.

Choices 2, 3, 6, 7, and 8 are incorrect, because:

2. Boys and girls have sex-differentiated leadership roles.

3. Norms on the pull-up test are provided only for boys. It is not
appropriate to evaluate the performance of girls on the pull-up
test using those norms.

6. Girls run. as a group; boys run as a group. Such grouping may not
---a-creitirately-thalldrige all students and could _lead to different
performance expectations by students and instructors.

7. Girls are favored by their being able to have an additional trial
and therefore having one more score for consideration.

8. Dismantling equipment is assigned to boys and the interpretation
is that such tasks (mechanically difficult) are more appropriate
for one sex than for the other.

7 14



EXERCISE 3

Check the following statements, made by teachers during the course of
testing, that reinforce sex-role sterectyping.

1. "Bill, do you know that half the girls scored
than you did?"

2. "The best score made on this tennis-drive test
tennis classes was that scored by Sally.. Let'
a big round of applauie."

3. "Sue, I know you can do better on this test.
you play and this score does not reflect your
What's the problem?"

4. "Girls, you really did well for a change. I'm glad you are
finally trying."

5. "What's the matter, Sam? Are you afraid of sweat? The
girls are working harder than you are."

more goals

in all the
s give Sally

I have seen
ability.

6. "Tom, that was
up the net for
wants to learn

a decent gesture you made in offering to put
Mary. But try to accept the fact that Mary
to 6 it herself."

7. "Betty, crying will not help. Why don't you want to take
the test?"

8. "Boys, let's run a half-mile warm-up before we begin the
test. Girls, you may run a half mile, too,if you want to,
but be sure to do at leasta quarter mile."

ANSWERS

The correct choices are 1, 4, 5, and 8, for the following reasons:

1. Bill is being reminded that the girls are better than he--as if
that should not be the case.

4. The girls are being told that they usually do not try. The assump-
tion is that because a person is a member of one sex group and
does not try, methbers of the sex group as a whole do not try.

5. Sam is being told that there is something out of order when girls'
work harder than boys--that Sam, because he is a-boy, should work
harder than all girls.

8. The girls are not expected to run a half mile to warm up--just
because they are girls.

Statements 2, 3, 6, and 7 do not reinforce sex-role stereotyping and there-
fore should not have been checked off.

1..5
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GROUPING

By measuring the ability of students, teachers can gain information that
is useful for the purpose of grouping for instruction. The process of
ability grouping based on objective standards of individual performance
is permissible under Title IX and is a sound teaching procedure.

In the past, when physical education classes were separated by sex, girls
and boys were often taught different activities; for example, girls could
not learn wrestling'and boys could not learn field hockey. This was dis-
criminatory because members of one sex were denied opportunities for
participation in activities designated "for boys.onlY" or "for girls only."

With the passage of Title IX and the trend toward coeducational physical
education classes, students are rarely denied opportunities to. learn an
activity because of their sex. However, there may be 'some instances of
discrimination which occur as a result of ability grouping for instruc-
tion. For example, one of the prerequisites for entrance into an advanced
swimming class might be to swim 100 yards of the crawl in a given amount
of time. Boys at advanced levels of swimming usually_smin faster_than
girls. Setting the time for the 100-yard swim at a level at which only
boys could qualify for the class would discriminate against those girls
among the swimmers in the group who swim more slowly than the designated
time allows. A possible solution to this problem would be to establish
different qualifying times for girls and boys.

GROUPING BY ABILITY

Guidelines hive been developed to aJist teachers in avoiding sex dis-
crimination when they are grouping students by ability (2, p. 12).
These guidelines are:

1. Ability should be assessed for each particular unit, sport,-or
activity undertaken. Use of a single-ability standard for group-
ing in all activities could function to discriminate against
students of one sex.

Exarrple: Students should be grouped for participation in
.track-and-field activities according to their abilities in
this area, rathercthan according to their abilities as
assessed in wrestling or swimming, or by some general mea-
sure.

2. Ability must be assessed by objective measures applied objectively.
An objective measure is one in which two persons evaluating the
same student reach the same rating. Relying on quantitative
(numerical) measures is a way of increasing objectivity.

Example: Teachers might measure the power and efficiency
of swim strokes,by counting the number of strokes needed
to swim a certain distance, rather than by subjectively
rating the strokes by observation.

9 16
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3. Ability- 'measuree-used-in grouping-should -involve-skIlle-tha
are necessary for'the activity or skills that maximize safe
performance of the activity. Screening should be based on these
relevant skills, rather than on sex.

Example: The ability,to perform a minimum number of pull -u5s
(an activity-,in which most females perform less well than,
most males) should not be a prerequisite for.admission to
an advanced basketball class. Arm strength has not been
demonstrated to be a valid predictor of safety or perfor-
mance in basketball; such a requirement would serve to'
reduce the number of females eligible for participation.

Example: The ability to perform specified elementary dives
could be a prerequisite for an intermediate diving class,
regardless of the effect on the numbers of males and females
in the class. Performance of the elementary dives is
demonstrably related to student safety in intermediate
diving activities.

GROUPING BY SEX

Sex-based grouping for instruction should be limited to participation in
-contact spuLt.s. Such grouping is not mandatory, but-Title IX provides-
this alternative to allow for sports instruction involving physical con-
tact. The potential-for injury may be reduced by grouping. Furthermore,.
sports rules for some contact sports differ significantly for men Rnd
for women. Lacrosse, played by women, 412gs.rainimum contact; however,

'significant contact occurs when lacrossein-played by,men. The educa-
tional setting can provide opportunities for such sports to be learned
in accordance with anticipated future play.

Some principles to guide the teacher when he or she is grouping by sex are:

1. Students can be separated by sex only during contact-sports
units.

Example: A basketball unit is part of a curriculum includ-
ing units in tennis, gymnastics, and volleyball. During
the basketball unit, boys and girls, may be separated with
no objective test of ability having been given. During
the tennis, gymnastics, and volleyball units, however,
grouping would have to be based on ability.

2. Students may, in_some instances, benefit from contact sports
when they areparticipating with members of the opposite sex.

Example: Lifesaving activities require the capacity to
effectively rescue persons of diverse weights and sizes.
Getting experience with swimming rescues of persons larger
than oneself is critical.

17
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3. Contact sports may be CaTighT-In a coeducational fashion, Wit-Fr
appropriate organization precluding contact between 'persons of °

the opposite sex. -

Example: Basketball fundamentals may well be taught using r
drills and exercises in which contact between opposite sexes
is avoided. A six-player game,involving two zones (the
forerunner of women's basketball) can be used. Boys can
play on one end of the court, girls on the other, with
changes at the quarter so that all play both defense
and offense.

EXERCISE 4

Check each of the following grouping procedures that are'associated with
sex discrimination.

1. 30n the first day'of class, two instru tors decide to divide
their group into two sections. They i struct all students
born in January through June to meet with Mr. Merit and
all students born in July through December to meet with
Ms. Able.

tr

2. For instructional purposes, the students are classified

o or-ability test.
at the start of the semester into beginnil, intermediate,
and advanced groups, based on a general m
Students remain in these groups for instruction in soccer,
volleyball, badminton, and tumbling.

3. After a week of daily classes in softball skills, the
instructor divides the group into four teams for a week
of intra-class games. The instructor, during a planning
period, places all the students on teams based on the
instructor's judgment of student ability. Two teams have
the better-skilled players balanced between them. The
other two teams have the Jess-skilled players.

4. A volleyball class is-to be divided so that one group con-
tains those students having more potential and the other
group contains the remaining students. The instructors
use the standing vertical jump and a volleying test for
classification purposes,.

5. A lacrosse class is divided so that boys and girls are
separated for instruction and participation without any
effort having been made to classify the skills of boys
or girls.

6. In orde'r to be admitted to an elective physical education
class, students are required to score above the 50th
percentile of the combined norms for boys and girls on
all of the AAHPER Youth Fitness Test items.

1118



7. Student's who have completed a tumbling class with a grade
of B or better are permitted to participate in a special
non-credit lunch-hour class in trampoline.

8. On the basis of skills tests, students are grouped for
the first unit of instruction in tennis. Due to unusually
frequent rain, the unit extends later than planned.. The
instructor, in the interest of time, opts to omit further
grouping tests as the class progresses to units in golf,
archery, and fencing.

ANSWERS

Items 2, 3, 6, and 8 should be checked. All other choices indicate that
procedures for grouping are consistent with the guidelines designed to_

' tvoid sex discrimination: The reasons that 2, 3, 6, and 8 are counter
the guidelines are:

2. Ability must be assessed-for each particular unit, sport or
activity. The use of general motor-ability testing as a way of
predicting a wide variety of motor abilities has not produced
satisfactory vnlidity. Specific motor-skills tests would be
needed in each activity unit.

3. Ability must be assessed by objective meas.-es. The instructor's
observations of performance, depending on memory recall, is not
a satisfactory procedure.

6. The AAHPER Youth Fitness Test combined norms move those girls
who are at the 50th percentile among girls to lower percentiles.
Some boys who are below the 50th percentile for boys move above
the 50th percentile when norms are combined. The procedure used
in this example limits the opportunities of girls.

8. Ability should be assessed for each activity. Despite the admin-
istrative problem involved in the loss of class time, students
must have an opportunity to be grouped by ability each time a
new activity is presented. An alternative would be to dissolve
the original groups and continue the class without ability
grouping.

. 12
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GRADING

When teachers are assigning grades based on motor performance, they should
take care to avoid sex discrimination. Evaluation of students' skills or
progress in physical education should be based on standards which are con-
sistent with the objectives of the course or activity: As mandated by
Title IXI these standards must not have an adverse impact or a limiting
effect upon students of one sex; in other words, the standards may not be
discriminatory. If a limiting effect develops, one of two alternatives
must be implemented: (a) separate standards must be used or (b) a stan-
dard which measures individual progress must be used.

SINGLE STANDARDS

In developing separate standards, teachers should first be sure that
separate standards are actually needed. In come activities, such as folk
dance or archery at short distances, girls' and boys' scores will be very
similar, and neither sex would be discriminated against by having a single
-standard. Beginning-level activities in which strength is not a factor
may not-r equire evaluation, strategies that consider boys and girls_as
separate grOups. If students are grouped by ability for instruction,
there is also the-potential for use of a single grading standard. The
possibility for using-eiingle_grsding standard should always be explored
before assuming that a need for seParate_standards exists.

Examples below and on the next page illustrate the use of- a-- single stan-
dard in grading.

Example 1

At the end of a beginning archery unit taught to seventh-grade students,
scores on-five ends Of arrows (six arrows per end) shotat a distande of
15 yards were used to measure achievement. The mean scorel for boys was
52; the standard deviation2 was 12. The mean score for girls was 150;

the standard deviation, 11. Because the mean scores and the standard
deviations were very close to the same for boys and girls, grades were
assigned using a single standard.

1Mean score (X) refers to the average score. SLoresof all students in a
given group are added together and the sum is divided by the number of

. scores. For information on computation of the mean, see Appendix A.

2Standard deviation (SD) refers to the average spread (or deviation) of a
set of scores about., its mean. The larger the standard deviation, the
more heterogeneous the group; the smaller the standard deviation, the
more homogeneous the group. For information on computation of the stan-

dard deviation, see Appendix A.
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In some cases, teachers may be uncertain as to whether or not differences
between mean scores for boys and girls.are great enough to require using
separate standards. The teacher may look for additional evidence by com-
paring the proportion of girls above the mean and the proportion of boys
above the mean. This will help the teacher to judge whether or not usinl
a single standard would be to the disadvantage of one sex.more than to
the other.

Example 2

A pretest for enrollment in swimming classes was administered to eighth-
grade physical education students. The students were grouped in classes
of beginning, advanced-beginning, intermediate, and advanced swimming.
Minimum competencies for each letter grade.were established for-each class.
Achievement was related to distance, form, itr9ke knowledge, and efficiency.
Boys and girls were both graded according to these established minimums,
due to the homogeneous grouping and the absence ofany discernible perfor-
mance differences.

SEPARATE STANDARDS

In activities in which strength, 1peed, power, and endurance are important
factors in performance, scores on motor-performance tests are likely to
be noticeably different-for girls and boys. Even fn activities'in which
physical characteristics are not influential in determining success of
performance, boys often have an advantage over girls due to boys' previous
experience, and thus boys often have better scores. As girls and women
have more opportunities to gain physical skills and are encouraged to

. excel in physical activities, the need for having separate standards for
males and females will probably diminish.

The following examples show how and why teachers develop separate standards
for grading. The following examples illustrate the rank-order, normal
curve, and T-scale methods of developing separate standards for grading.

Example 1

Rank order is a norm-referenced method of grading in which one's position

II
within the group indicates one's grade. Students are compared with one
another, rather than with a standard. If there are fifty students in the ,

class--twenty girls and thirty boys--and the instructor has'observed that
the test indicatei that the performances of girls surpass the performances

'N f boys, the instructor may proceed according to the following steps:

1. Determine the percentage of each sex to receive each letter grade.

2. Rank order the grades by sex.

3. A ign grades.



- The instructor should decide on the grade distribution as the following
example illustrates:

A = 20% B = 30% C = 40% D = 10%

Grade Percent Number Number of Number Number of
Receiving of Girls Girls of Boys Boys
Grade Receiving Receiving

Grade Grade

A 20% 20 4 30 6

B 30% 20 6 30 9

C '40% 20 8 30 12

D 10% 20 2 30 3

0 The following tables represent actual test scores on a rhythmic rope
jumping test. Boys and girls were graded based on separate standards.

Boys

Score Frequency Grade

70 1

68 . 1

64 2 A
63 1

62 1

60 2

59 4 B

56 3

53 4

50 3

, 45" 2 C

40 2

36 1

30 1

29 1 D
' 25 1

N = 30.
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Girls

Score Frequency Grade

78

76
72

70

1

1

1

1

A

65

64
63

62

2

1

2

1

B

60
59

56
53

50

2

3

1

1

1

C

45

40
1

1
D

N = 20
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Example 2

The normal curve method of assigning grades assumes that ,the scoras,are
normally distributed,,with most scores falling around and near the mean
and with few extremely high or extremely low scores. Baumgartner and
Jackson list the steps required to use this method (1, pp. 326-328).
Appendix.B gives an explanation of how the normal curve method can be
applied to assigning grades. The following example shows the grade ranges
that result from the use of the normal curve method when separatg standards
are indicated. .

At the end of a bowling course,the teacher used students' final three
game averages to establish norms as shown in the table below.

Norms Boys Girls

Superior 142 or up 122 or up

Good 121 - 141 100 - 121

Average 100 - 120 78 - 99

Poor 79 - 99 56 - 77

Inferior 78 or below 55 or below

Means X = 110 X = 89

The boye.average or mean (X) score is higher than the girls' mean score.
Had the teacher not created separate standards for boys and girls but
instead used norms based on the boys' scores, the highest-scoring girls
would have been designated as average. The categories of norms could
be designated as grades, so that superior = A, good = B, average = C,
'poor = D, and inferior = F. Then, a girl with a score of'125 would
receive an A, and a boy with the same score would receive a B.

Example 3

When boys and girls must be graded by use of separate standards, the
T-scale method is appropriate. A T-scale is a scale that allows one set
of raw scoresl to be converted for comparison with other sets of raw
scores. A T-score of 50 would reflect that the student is'at the group
'mean. Therefore, a T-score of 50 for Bill would mean that Bill had an
average boys' score; a T-score of 50 for Bonnie would mean that Bonnie
had an average score among girls. The conversion of raw scores to T-scores
is particularly helpful when a battery of tests is used. T-scores for

I-Raw score (n.): The actual score the student receives as a result of a

measurement. For example, raw scores can appear as distances, times,
weights, or frequency counts.
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several tests can be averaged for each sex in order to provide a composite
score to serve as the basis for assigning a grade. The following example

,illustrates the use of the T-scale method to grade boys and girls using
separate standards.

In a given teacher-made, motor-performance test for football, the student
threw a ball to a front wall from a distancq of 60 feet. The student
then fielded the ball as it rebounded and tfi'rew it toward a target on a
right-angled wall from behind a 60-foot line. The student's score was
in tenths of seconds from the time of the initial throw to the time the
ball hit the target. Five trials were given to each student. The sum
of the two best trials was recorded. If a throw missed the target,
2 seconds were added to the time for that attempt.

A diagram of the test area appears below.

FRONT WA LL

The instructor noted that times for boys and girls were different. The

mean throwing time for boys' best throws was considerably higher than that
for girls. The instructor therefore calculated the T-scores for boys'
throws and the T-scores for girls' throws. This required first calculating
the mean and the standard deviation for boys and the mean and the standard
deviation for girls.

T-score so 50 + 10 (Raw Score - Mean)
Standard Deviation
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Below is a chart which shows the T-scores which were calculated for boys
and for girls.

T-Scale for Softball-Fielding Test

T-Score
Time in Seconds

Boys; Girls

80 3.2 6.0
75 4.3 7.0
70 5.4 8.0
65 6.3 9.0
60 7.2 ° 10.0
55 8.1 11.0

50 9.0 12.0-

45 9.9 13.0
40 10.8 14.9
30 11.7 15.0

25 12.6 6.0
20 14.4 18.0

X = 9.0 X = 12.0

SD = 1.8 SD = 2.0

Note: Data are exemplary only'and do
not represent actual scores.

. .

The instructor assigned grades to
tributioh. Because T-scores were
a proportionately equal-numbet of

Boys

students using the following grade dis-
calculated for boys and girls separately,
boys and girls received the same grade.

Girls

T..-Score Grade "T-Score Grade

above 59 A 40 - 47 C
58 '-.., 59 'A- 38 - 39 c-
56 -\57 B+ 36 - 37 D+
50°- $5 30 - 35 D

48 - 49 B- 28 - 29 D-
below 28 F

For additional informat ion on the use of the T-scale method, see Baumgartner
and Jackson (1, pp. 43-47).
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'EXERCISE

For each of the .following situations, place a cfieckmark in the r-ace
provided if that statement indicates a practice that has 'a strong potential-
for represehting sex discrimination in grading. Assume that all groups
are coeducational.

e

1. One-stabdard is used for grading swimming form for the
drawl,"breaststroke, and sidestroke.

c
2. Studepps are given the option of being evaluated on four

gymnastics events oftheir choosing. The following repre-
sent the'seven selection alternatives: parallel bars,
uneven parallel bars, vaulting, balance beam; still rings,,
free exercise, and high bars One compulsory routine
keeping iex-differentiated advat4ages minimal is developed

, in each unit. ,One standard is used for grading.students
on the compulsory' routine in each of the seven events.

3, Students are given a 30-second shooting test (the number
of goals scored in 30 seconde).of basketball ability. One
standard is used for gradinea/1 students.,

4. The instructor determines in advance that performance
scores on a putting pest in golf' will .not be subject to
separate grading standards.

5. Prior to a bowling class, students are tested to determine
their initial level 'of ability: At the end of the course,
a final three-game average is used to determine achieve -..
ment level. The gross difference in progress from the
initial performance to the terminal performante is the

. -
basis for grading all students.

6. The instructor has designed a racquelball test and developed4
a T-scale for boys and a T-scale for girls. The instruc-
tor has determined that all students having a T-scdre
below '30 will :receive a failing' score.

7. The instructor has tonstrupsped an intra-classitennis ladder.
The students who hold the f30--five positions on the ladder
will receive an A. The class is a beginning tennis class.

8. In a test of badminton short-serve placement, the instructor
noted that the mean and standard deviation scores for boys
and girls were practically the same. The instructor,
therefore;-decided to award grades by ranking all students
together and using the following standard: A = 15%,-
= 30%, C= 40%, D F = 57-

9. In an elective ballet clasi, only one boy enrolled. The
instructor used one standard for grading all students.
The boy received a C.

19
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ANSWERS`.

10. Weight training- was-bile .option offered in a required
physiCai education progtam. Two girls enrolled:" One
weighed 95 pounds, and the other, 160 pounds. The instruc-
tor evaluated all students based on the percentage of body
weight that could be lifted in a given number of repeti-
tions. The curl, dead lift, press, and abdominal curl
were used.

Situations 3, 5, 7, and 10 should have been checked'because:

4

3. The basketball-shooting teat dependent upon vertical jump, uick-
ness, and leg and arm strength would produce a sfgnificantly
higher mean'score for boys thanjor girls.--- Separate-'standards

are necessary since -the single standard has an adverse effect
on girls.

5. The measurement of gross progress from fnitial.to terminal per-
formance not only is an unsound procedure', but also tends to
favor-those who had the-lowest' initial scores. In this case,
girls would fieve an advantage, and the adverse impact, would be
on boys.

7. 'Even among b
,-between,liCys

compktigiOn.
likely to be
would in any
topeAr up.

inning-tennis players,. the strength differences
and girls would soon bea significant Variable-in
The.exPectancy is that girls would be much less
amdng.the in'the,ladder tournament and
Case represpnt a disproportionate percentage of the

10. Weigh training is highlyependent upon strength. ..Thediffer-
, ences in capacities of boys and girls to develop strength is a

real sex difference. Girls having weights identical to'those
of boys could not be expected to develop the strength reqqired
to lift (especially with their arms) a proportionately
amount of. weight. Separate standards wonliMe required..

Situations 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 9should not 'e checked, because:

. 1. Swimpifig-form is not expected o be influenced by the sex of t
student. However, there is the possibility that one sex may h
had more opportunity or experience'than the other to learn
correct swiimming form. One standard may be used if the teacher

. determines that there are no se' differences.

Allowing students the choice of any four out of seven compulsory
gymnastic routines provides girls and boys with the option of
selecting ttlose events which have traditionally been taught only.
to one sex or only to the other sex, as well as the'opportunity .

to be evaluated on any event the student believes to be tierAis
,best event:

.

.
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4. Putting can be expeCted to require a performance skill not
associated with an inherent advantage of being male or female.
Presuming minimal prior experience with golf, boys and girls
could be expected to perform similarly on a putting test.

6. ,T-scores are standard scores and allow comparison.

8. .When mean and standard-deviation scores of two groups are
practically the same, the distribution of scores within groups
is very much alike. Using a single grading standard would be
appropriate.

9. A teacher would not be expected to be biased against a male (or
a female) student because of his or her sex. However, care must
be taken to evaluate the student fairly, particularly if the boy
has had less experience and opportunity ttem,the girls enrolled
in-the class have had.

_
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INDIVIDUAL PROGRESS

The progress of an individual during a period of instruction is frequently
a consideration teachers wish to use as a basis for grading. The concept
of basing a grade on sums progress has some limitations (1, p. 320):

I. 'Difference scores (measuring change from an initial performance
score to a final performance score) are not reliable..

2. Not all students have an equal opportunity for improvement.

3. Students are nqt motivated to perform well on the initial test.

Sometimes students perform poorly on a pretest or at the beginning of a
unit or course so that their improvement seems greater. Students who are
more skilled have less room for improvement that those who are less skilled.
Thus, the raw gain scores of the former will not be as great. This condi-
tion may be found more frequently among boys with more prior skill'development.

0
Furthermore, difference scores have been notably lacking in statistical
reliability.

The use of progress as a grading criterion must be pursued with caution.
If, however, progress is fundamental to a teacher's basic philosophy of
grading, the teacher must operate in such a way that the procedures used
are as defensible as possible.

Mastery learning focuses on individual progress. Regular evaluation is
used to provide feedback to students and teachers on student progress.
Such evaluation of student progress is more individualized. Performance
is judged against a criterion, rather than against a norm-referenced group.
Evaluation of individual progress might well'be used in conjunction wita
mastery learning to promote bias-free evaluation.

CONCLUSION

The material presented in this module should help the physical education
teacher be aware that activities related to testing, grouping, and grading
students in physical education should be conducted without regard to sex,
except when such practices cause adverse effects for members of one sex..
When real_sex-differences-Caee-ModurCli-axist, the teacher is obligated
to-f6TIE4 the procedures set forth in this module'Or to use comparable
ones which do,not give an advantage to one sex at the expense of the other
sex.
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APPENDIX A

INFORMATION FOR THE CALCULATION OF
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION SCORES
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CALCULATION OF MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION

Formulas and simple examples Tor the calculation of mean and standard
deviation scores are given below. Baumgartner and Jeckson provide more

'detailed information (1, pp. 30-37).

Formula .for Mn

X =

Example

4

8

3

4

1

EX = 20

EX
N

20

5

= 4

Formula for Standard Deviation

SD =
r(x - 702

Where

X = mean
E = sum of
X = a raw score (the actual score

-of -a -- student)

N = number of scores

Where

SD = .standard deviation
E = sum of
X = mean
X = a raw score
N = number of scores

Example

X X (x - TO (x - -i02

4 ° 4 0 0 26

8 4 4

..I

16

SD = .c

3 4 -1 1

4 4 0 0
SD = 67i,

1 = 4 -3 9

E(X -X)2 = 26 SD = 2.281
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APPENDIX B -

THE NORMAL CURVE METHOD OF ASSIGNING GRADES
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GRADING ON THE NORMAL CURVE

SAMPLE SITUATION

In a bowling class, boys tended to score higher than girls. The final
three-game average for boys was 110 and for girls, 89. Had "grades been
assigned using a single standard, girls would have been at a disadvantage.
Separate standards for boys and girls were established. To grade on the
mormal curve, the following steps were followed by the instructor:

STEPS

1. Grades for boys and girls were calculated separately. Mean and stan-
dard deviation scores for each group were calculated as follows:

Bo s Girls

X = 110 X= 89

SD = 21 SD = 22

. The percentage of students to receive each letter grade needed to be
decided. The grade percentages shown below are frequently used to
grade on the normal curve.

3: The Z-scores that correspond with the percentages are found by con-
sulting a table showing the percentage parts of the total area under
a normal curve (1,,p. 51). Z-scores represent units of deviation on
the normal curve.

Grade
Percentage of Students

to Receive Grade
Z-Score

A 7% +1.5

B 24% + .5

C 38% - .5

D 24% -1.5

F 7%

4. The cut-off points within the test scores are found by multiplying
each of the normal curve values (Z-scores) by the standard deviation
score of the test. Each of these values is then added to the mean
score.

Cut-off point = X + (Z-score) (standard deviation)

3
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Boys Girls

A = 110 + 1.5 (21) = 141.5 = 142 A = 89 + 1.5 (22) = 122

B = 110 + .5 (21) = 120.5 = 121 11 = 89 + .5 (22) = 100

C = 110 + -.5 (21) = 99.5 = 100 C = 89 + -.5 (22) = 78

D 110+ -1.5 (21) = 78.5 L.. 79 D = 89+ -1.5 (22) = 56

5. The cut-off values are then rounded to the nearest unit, if necessary.

6. Finally, grades are assigned, as follows:

Boys

142 or up

121 - 141

Girls

A =

B =

,

A = 122 or up

B = 100 - 121

C = 100 - 120 C = 78 - 99

D = 79 - 99 D = 56 - 77

F = 78 or below F = 55 or below

34
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